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INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade the demographics of the international students’ 

population has undergone many changes which impacts both the integration 

of students and the provision of social support by Higher Education 

Institutions (HEI). A growing multicultural academic community presents 

new challenges to many universities. 

The main purpose of this report is to compile recommended 

and necessary sources of support, as well as document various forms of 

activities aimed at the cultural adaptation, integration and support of 

international students at any HEI. 

The report begins with an overview of the sources and structures 

of support that may be recommended as a standard base for HEIs admitting 

and educating foreign students. The types of support provided by these 

sources have been thoroughly analyzed and are classified as follows:  

before arrival, upon arrival and during studies.
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SUPPORT STRUCTURE – Sources & Channels at HEIs 

To ensure effectiveness, support in HEIs should be provided to international 

students on many levels, including from the university administration, 

academic and counseling services, student clubs and organizations. 

Supporting the development of informal support networks is also of great 

importance. Such support is most successful when easily accessible 

and provided by a variety of channels to suit diverse student needs.  

Sources and channels of support are detailed below. 

 

International Relations Office 

The responsibilities of the International Relations Office (IRO) encompasses 

both issues concerning students and scholars from abroad (incoming) and 

home university students and scholars planning to study or teach abroad 

(outgoing), as well as coordinating cooperation with entities from other 

countries. 

For incoming international students, IRO provides information on:  

 The university  

o Brief history  

o Campuses  

o Faculties and departments 

o Facilities. 

 Studies 

o Programs in English  

o International exchange program 

o General program of study 

o PhD opportunities  

o Application process  

o Language requirements 

o Financing  

o Academic calendar.  

 Student Support Services  

o Information about the host country and city of location 

o Immigration requirements – visas etc. 

o Safety 

o Accommodation  

o University health services  

o Identification cards  

o Cost of living  

o Banking 

o Student life. 
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IROs are also responsible for the organization of Orientation Week 

(Freshman Week) for international students or to support coordination 

where other offices or student organizations are involved. IROs also arrange 

cultural and integration events throughout the academic year.  

In general, IROs provide help and advice in getting settled and 

adapting to life in a foreign country. 

 

Dean's Offices 

Dean's Offices in each faculty present and provide academic information for 

present and prospective students. Among other tasks, Dean's Office staff 

are responsible for student recruitment, planning academic schedules,  

the organization and management of teaching departments. Dean's Office 

staff answer student queries with regard to the curriculum and schedules 

and classify the teaching and grading systems of their respective faculties.  

Additionally, in case of absence of the Enrollment office, they maintain 

overall responsibility for financial and legal issues (such as tuition fees, 

student IDs, credit accumulation and study progression).  

Dean's Offices are also involved in the organization of orientation days 

and other integration events during the course of studies, especially official 

events involving the presence of the university authorities (such as 

inauguration and graduation ceremonies). 

Primarily, Deans' Offices help students to adjust smoothly to academic 

life. 

 

Academic Departments 

Academic departments are responsible for providing clear and easily 

accessible information on particular courses.  

Administrative staff from the departments helps students deal with any 

formalities (e.g. arranging exam dates, managing academic queries from 

students, obtaining signatures for formal requests regarding exams, 

providing guidance on requirements for exemptions in particular subjects).  

Academic staff provide additional educational and administrative 

support during "office hours", in addition to their teaching schedule, tutoring 

hours and involvement in conducted research. 

 

Language Schools 

University language schools provide foreign language tuition. This often 

includes some elements of cultural adaptation and integration (e.g. courses 

that are intended to familiarize students with the holidays and customs of 

their host country, including organizing trips to places of historical interest 
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and providing cultural integration games), as well as offering advanced or 

proficiency English language courses.  

 

Academic Supervisors 

At least some of the following academic supervisors should also provide 

help and support for students: 

 Class/Year Supervisors – support students in a specific class group or 

a particular body of students in formal or organizational issues. 

 Personal Supervisors – take care of small groups of students 

(5 to 10) and are responsible for a more informal monitoring 

of the students' academic progress and general well-being during 

their studies. 

 Academic Tutors – monitor the academic performance of students. 

 

Academic Ombudsman 

An Academic Ombudsman or Academic Affairs Advocate for Equal 

Treatment is a person responsible, among others, for amicable settlement 

of disputes and conflicts between students and academic staff. This person 

is obliged to follow the principles of confidentiality, impartiality and 

neutrality to both parties. 

 

University Counseling Services 

University Counseling Services (UCS) include a team of psychologists, 

psychiatrists and sexologists, who offer a wide range of services, that 

include: psychological workshops, study skills advice to improve learning 

efficiency, quick support (i.e. drop-in sessions), personal coaching, 

individual, couples' and group therapy, crisis intervention, psychiatric 

assistance, confidential phone-in lines, as well as online chat sessions 

and advice blogs. 

 

Student Welfare Organizations 

Student welfare organizations are primarily responsible for the pastoral care 

of students, i.e. student accommodation, student healthcare services and 

support and advice in financial matters.
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Student Clubs, Organizations and Associations 

Student clubs, organizations and associations cover a broad range of 

interests and activities including science and research, cultural activities 

(art, music, literature and theatre groups), popular culture interests 

(e.g. gaming, fashion, current trends), sports, travel, as well as voluntary 

work.  

Participating in these clubs and societies also provide students with 

opportunities for social interaction and integration among each other and 

with local and international communities. Organizations such as the 

Erasmus Student Network center around the specific objective of integrating 

international students, and their role in this process should not be 

underestimated. 

 

Student Peer Support  

As part of the overall student support system, the following support services 

are offered by and for fellow students: 

 Buddy (Big brother/Big sister, Student mentor) – Students from the 

second year onwards are responsible for taking care of new arrivals, 

especially during the first few weeks of the academic year. The buddy 

system may also cover subsequent years of studying (with the 

exception of final year students), in which case each student receives 

a senior buddy each year. 

 Peer Tutor – Students provide academic tutoring and instruction in 

study skills to colleagues at a more junior level. 

 Peer Counseling – Provided by students trained in basic psychological 

support, peer counselors offer fellow students emotional advice and 

support. They usually work in association with the UCS. 

 

Media and Channels of Support 

The above-mentioned university staff, student body members and agencies 

work closely together, forming a dense support network. This support 

is provided via various media, which includes: 

 Direct contact with a specific person (personal meetings, phone calls, 

email, chat, video conferences, online forums) 

 Organized group events (e.g. orientation days, university picnics). 

 Group meetings (e.g. workshops, open days) 

 User-friendly webpages that publish and share information on topics 

such as the university, study facilities, the host country and city, 

living conditions, health services, student life, etc. 

 Dedicated FAQ (frequently asked questions) sections of the university 

website  
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 Newsletters, mailing lists and news feeds promoting current events 

at the university 

 Social media (especially Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) 

 Leaflets, brochures, guides, self-help materials (both as printed 

content and for download) 

 Video material about the university, local city and host country.
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1. INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT 

Choosing a university is an important life decision; both prospective 

students and their parents need to have easy access to complete and 

comprehensive information to inform their decision. This includes general 

information about the country, city and university, as well as detailed 

information on admission requirements, the course of studies and teaching 

methods. Furthermore, information regarding relevant formal and legal 

requirements (e.g. residency permits), as well as information relating to 

student accommodation, relevant safety issues and healthcare provisions 

and requirements and financial matters – in addition to details of everyday 

student life, such as student organizations, extracurricular activities and 

support provisions.  

As regards information, the content itself is equally as important as the 

medium with which the information is presented media and the channel 

through which it is communicated. Irrespective of generation, most people 

look for information of this nature online and rarely resort to other means 

(with the exception of for first-hand accounts from known alumni). Clearly 

presented, comprehensive and exhaustive information will encourage 

people to consider applying to a given HEI and make them feel secure while 

arriving at the university and studying. 

 

1.1. Information Available Before and Upon Arrival 

HEIs are responsible for providing prospective students with broad 

information about the university as well as the application process.  

It is advisable for HEIs to dedicate resources located in various regions 

of the world to promote of the university abroad, provide information, 

interview candidates, develop partnerships and build up the alumni 

network.  

 

Types of Information 

HEIs should present prospective international students with detailed and 

highly accessible information. It is necessary to provide dedicated websites 

aimed at international students that contain all relevant information (see:  

Table 1). In general terms, this information allows prospective students to 

form an impression of studying at the given university before arrival; 

however, this information is also likely to be consulted during their studies.  

It should be taken into account that some international students 

relocate with their families and therefore require information on local 

schools, kindergartens, daycare facilities, play areas, extracurricular 

education for children and summer programs, music and art programs, 
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language schools, and other information relevant for raising a family 

abroad. Other information of interest includes places and ideas for family 

recreation and entertainment in the area – such as parks for picnicking and 

outdoor activities, hiking trails, beaches, zoos, nature preserves, winter 

sports, aquariums, concert and theatres. Cross-cultural sensitivity  

and awareness is an important factor in providing local information of this 

nature (such as open spaces where dogs are allowed to run free, may be 

problematic for students from certain cultures). 
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Table 1. Information for prospective and new incoming students provided by HEI websites 

Information about 
the country and city 

History, culture, famous people, national holidays 
Legal system, Exchange rate, average weather conditions  
City descriptions, maps and apps 
Student life, student recommendations for places to go, things to see and do. 

General information 
about the university 

University history and traditions  
Rankings, statistics on numbers of international students  
Photo galleries, promotional videos 
Information package for new incoming students  
List of partner institutions that collaborate with the university for scientific 
research, educational agreements  
Links to Facebook groups for incoming students to join. 

Admission Registration and examination requirements, list of important dates for 
applicants including term dates, tuition fees 
Orientation Week schedule, available at least one month before the 
commencement of the academic year 
Academic schedules, reading lists for all students. 
Information on teaching methods and the grading system, study tips.  

Getting around 
campus 

Virtual tours, detailed campus maps. 

Success stories Written accounts of alumni careers and video interviews with alumni 
USMLE and NBME performance data. 

Formal and legal 
issues 

Assistance & advice on visa requirements, residency and work permits, 
Information on opportunities for on- and off-campus work, tax information  
Information on local legislation, such as traffic violations etc. (e.g. regulations 
concerning drinking in public) 
Advice on when to carry a passport and how to apply for other forms of 
identification – university IDs, driving license etc. 

Safety Important contact numbers 
Instruction on what to do, if robbed or attacked 
How to avoid dangerous situations, advice on street safety (e.g. not wearing the 
football jersey from a rival team) 
Dangerous districts and areas to be wary of in the city. 

Money Financial support during studies: possibilities and regulations for financial aid, 
relevant institutions, contact details for administrative staff who deal with 
student financial matters  
Local banking system, use of credit and debit cards, money transfer services. 

Cell phones and 
internet  

Cell phone: available networks, financing options (pre-paid, pay-as-you-go, 
contract), documents required by network providers, questions to ask, when 
choosing a network 
Internet: Wi-Fi provisions on campus and in dormitories, support in case of 
difficulties, internet options off campus (at home and in the city), tips when 
signing a contract with an internet service provider. 

Everyday life Public transport: prices, types of tickets, where to buy tickets etc. 
Family life: day care, babysitting, private and public schooling, recreation and 
entertainment 
Healthcare and health insurance, university clinics  

Shopping and entertainment: guides to local supermarkets, open-air markets, 
bottle returns and recycling, university second-hand market and "used goods" 
exchange, eating out guides, dining and drinking guides, etc. 
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Delivery of Information 

HEIs need to provide up-to-date and accurate information to prospective 

students on relevant issues. The necessary contact information should be 

made available online, allowing candidates to clarify any issues from 

abroad. Staff pictures provided alongside contact details is helpful in 

reducing the discomfort of initial personal contact.  

General and academic information about the HEI should be presented 

using websites, social networking platforms and video sharing sites 

(YouTube, Vimeo).  

Short Video of students describing their experiences of studying at  

a given university and alumni talking about their studies and career paths 

should be considered good practice. Other good examples of multimedia 

promotional material include video lectures, virtual tours around campus, 

and other useful pieces of information presented in a professional,  

yet accessible way.  

Both official and unofficial Facebook groups and other online forums, 

where prospective students can get to know one another, share information 

and ask questions, are a good, student-friendly way of communicating. 

Staff from the Dean's Office can follow these groups to further clarify issues 

and to retain an overview of which issues raise the most questions for 

students, therefore providing a feedback loop on more official 

communication channels such as official websites. Social media can also be 

used for sharing photo and video media (Instagram and Pinterest) as well 

as for microblogging (e.g. Twitter). These present a more appealing image 

of the university and information more accessible to a younger generation 

of students. 

In addition to websites and social media, information can be also 

provided in printed form (leaflets, brochures) and handed out during 

meetings at foreign institutions. It is advisable to cover a broad range of 

information; however, it is even more important to organize the materials 

so that a particular item of information can be retrieved easily. For this 

reason, it is advisable to stagger the delivery of information during the 

application and admission process, and during the course of studies and 

separate information in these two different categories, one for key 

information that every student should know at the beginning of studies.  

 

1.2. Information Available During the Course of Studies 

Coordination 

Informational support should be provided to international students during 

the course of their studies by the IRO, Dean's Offices (or similar structures), 

faculty departments and student organizations. It is advisable to have 

one coordinating unit responsible for consistency and completeness of the 
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information. This dedicated unit is of particular importance at non-English 

speaking HEIs where some administrative staff are unable to provide 

support in English thereby making the presence of a single contact point 

is especially useful to international students.1  

A 'Welcome Office' is a dedicated unit designed to assist international 

students on non-academic matters. The team comprises of staff from the 

IRO and Erasmus team, as well as existing international students. 

The 'Welcome Office' provides information on issues such as registration, 

hours of operation of various offices and facilities, use of the university IT 

system, administrative procedures and the availability of other support 

services, as well as promoting cultural and social events.  

The categories of useful information that may be provided to 

international students via the HEI website after arrival and during their 

course of studies is outlined in Table 2. 

 

Guidebooks on Everyday Life 

HEIs should provide special guidebooks covering issues related to everyday 

life such as shopping, public transportation, healthcare, safety issues, 

repairs, etc. These guidebooks should be prepared in collaboration with 

fellow students who are able to contribute useful information based on their 

own experiences.  

 

Informal Information Exchange 

Information may also be exchanged informally among students. When 

students integrate well at university, ample opportunities for an exchange 

of information will occur naturally.  

Facebook, Yahoo or Google groups are often created to reinforce networking 

among prospective and current students. These initiatives may 

be encouraged by the IROs or other student organizations. An IRO may also 

employ more experienced students to assist in making the integration 

process easier. 

                                                           
1
An alternative approach may be to use the IRO as much as possible only in the beginning of 

the academic year or term, preparing students to use the regular student services during their studies.  
A precondition here is that the standard student service is professionally trained to support 
international students. The final goal in such an approach envisions a university without a dedicated IRO 
as all regular units of the HEI are able to handle and support the specific needs of international students. 
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Table 2. Information for students provided by HEI websites 

Information Comment 

General information 
about the university 

University management and Dean's Office staff  
Contact details with accompanying photos  
Office operating hours with maps and directions 

Formal issues Graduation requirements 
Information for graduates, legalization of diploma 
Internship/licensure 
Alumni books 

Teaching methods,  
e-learning platforms, 
online administration 
tools 

Important due to great differences in teaching methods around the world.  
Information provided extends to both cultural differences (e.g. cultural 
differences in study styles) as well as teaching differences and 
documenting administrative tools used 

Academic development Course descriptions 
Research opportunities: scientific groups, contact info, calls for 
participation 
Electives completed outside the university 
Comprehensive NBME Examination description 
List of partner institutions that collaborate with the university for 
scientific research, educational agreements  
Language courses available 

Getting around Post office (opening hours, addresses) 
Libraries 
Meals and student canteens 
Free Wi-Fi options in the city 
Healthcare & emergency contact details 
Public transportation 
Travelling around the country 

Student Life Information on upcoming events, meetings, student mailing groups and 
newsletters 
A list of student clubs and societies – contact details including websites  
Student Help Center – which administrative department do I talk to? 

Leisure time Culture: Cinema, theater, opera, museums 
Sports and leisure: sport clubs and facilities at the university and in the 
city, outdoor sports areas in the city and country 
Going out guide: clubs, bars, pubs, restaurants 

Counseling and 
Psychological Services 

General information and points of contact 
Links to the university counseling and psychological services webpages 
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2. CULTURAL ADAPTATION AND INTEGRATION  

An important factor in the physical and psychological well-being of students 

is the feeling of belonging to a peer group and an academic community. 

International students may be at higher risk of deficiencies in these 

protective structures as well as being more likely to be affected by other 

factors connected with the necessity of adjusting to life and studies in a 

foreign country, which can in turn lead to psychological and emotional 

problems.  

It has become a priority for many universities to initiate 

comprehensive programs to facilitate integration with local and academic 

communities and support students in overcoming obstacles associated with 

studying in a foreign country. Institutions that pay particular attention 

to the emotional well-being of their students are classified as offering higher 

quality education and are highly rated by their students.2 

The main aim of comprehensive cultural adaptation, integration and 

psychosocial support programs for international students should center on 

the improvement of the well-being and quality of life for students both at 

the university and within the local community, as well as enhancing the 

quality of education.  

Within the academic context, developments in the quality of education 

should focus on improving the effectiveness of the didactic mission of the 

university, using the following measures: 

 Greater involvement of international students in academic 

communities 

 Streamlining communication between faculty & administration staff 

and students 

 Improving the students' understanding of university regulations and 

knowledge of the local culture  

 Familiarizing people in regular contact with international students 

with their real academic needs, expectations, as well as the 

difficulties international students may face 

 Continually expanding knowledge and appreciation of cultural 

differences, foreign customs and behavior patterns amongst both 

faculty and administration staff 

 Constant improvement of effective communication between students 

and university staff in order to overcome barriers. 

 

These programs are aimed at encouraging openness as well as 

developing the social and cultural potential of students and university staff. 

                                                           
2  Knight, J. (2006). Guide to the Implications of the General Agreement of Trade in Services for Cross-

border Education. A Report Prepared for the Commonwealth of Learning ED-2006/WS/61. Paris, 
France: UNESCO. 
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University-offered programs should be adapted to meet the 

requirements of female and male students of different cultures and religions 

to ensure equal opportunities for students during their studies. 

 

Taking into account the various phases in the career of an international 

student (when a student is considering studying at the given institution, 

when s/he applies to the university, is then accepted by the institution, 

arrives in the country and then finally studies and tries to cope with various 

situations while living abroad) measures aimed at facilitating the 

adaptation, integration and support of international students should begin 

as early as possible in the education process. In terms of the experience of 

international students at the visiting university, it is as important to 

integrate with local students, as it is to develop an international network 

with fellow students from around the world. However, it is much easier to 

arrange team building activities within international group than with the 

local students – New international students have an open mindset and are 

looking to develop new contacts, whereas local students have generally 

already established their social network and therefore require additional 

incentives to open them up to new input from abroad (e.g. interest in the 

language or leisure activity of the international student). It is therefore 

important to guide international students to the usual social habitats 

frequented by local students (sports clubs, leisure activities, student 

organizations etc.). Other major factors affecting integration between local 

and international students are language barriers, the structural organization 

of the education system(s) and differing customs. According to studies,3 the 

more social support is provided to the students, the greater the integration.  

 

Language Courses, Preparatory Courses and Cultural Activities 

It is a good practice for HEIs to organize Summer School language courses 

at different levels or dedicated preparatory courses catering to specific fields 

of study. These courses often serve as a means of integration for 

international students, including integration between international and local 

students, as intercultural activities are included in the course programs. 

These integration and cultural adaptation events often include: 

 City games 

 Trips outside the city 

 Group sports activities 

 Community work 

 Cooking classes – promotion of traditional cuisine 

 Cultural events – movies, theatre etc. 

                                                           
3 E.g. Luo, C., Zhou, N., Zhai, Q. & Cao, Z. (2014). Cross-Cultural Adaptation of Foreign Students in 

Chinese University: Based on Network of Social Support. Cross-Cultural Communication, 10, 16–20. 
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During these activities, it is important to encourage students to cross 

out of their comfort zone in order to open them up to welcoming people 

from different cultures. 

 

Orientation Programs 

Orientation Days are one of the most common practices for cultural 

adaptation at university. They consist of events organized for new students 

at the start of the term with the purpose of welcoming them to the 

institution, helping them to familiarize themselves within it, delivering 

relevant information regarding their studies and most importantly aiding 

integration with an academic community.  

It is important for Orientation Days to be organized by an experienced 

team, capable of preparing integration events on a professional level (e.g. 

within International Relations Offices or the Welcome Office). Student 

associations or unions, departmental staff and staff from particular support 

units or facilities within the university, such as the library, language center, 

or health services should be involved in co-organizing the events.  

The orientation program takes place directly before the start of the 

academic year and it is the ideal time to complete formalities, such 

as registration and enrolment, as well as receive student identity cards 

or library cards. Students are able to obtain all the necessary materials 

and documents at the beginning of the program, which they complete with 

the help of the university staff or more experienced students. The aim of 

the orientation program is to leave new students ready and able to immerse 

themselves fully in their chosen degree program. 

Orientation Days are an excellent integration method amongst 

students and provide opportunities to get to know each other and build a 

natural support network. It is a good idea to wrap up the program with 

video impressions of the past days' events, which can also be utilized on the 

university website to promote Orientation events and the university itself. 

It has been observed that students who do not attend orientation 

program integrate more slowly and less deeply than those who do.  

For this reason, it would appear to be advisable to organize additional 

orientation events for students who arrive later.4  

Detailed descriptions of the goals, organizational tips and example scenarios 

for Orientation Days are available in a separate SUPP publication – The Handbook 

of International Student Orientation and Integration Programs (available online at: 

www.supp.wum.edu.pl). 

 

                                                           
4  ACA Secretariat (2010). International Student Support in European Higher Education. Available online 

at: http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=456 

http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=456
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Introduction to the National Education System and Academic Communication 

An introduction to the national education system and instruction  

in standards of academic communication and writing should be included as 

part of the Orientation Days or stand-alone events in the first weeks of the 

academic year.  

The goal of workshops on the education system and academic 

communication is to make students familiar with the local culture 

of teaching, learning and communicating, as well as important aspects of 

the higher education system in a given country. Sessions may be organized 

by university administrators, faculty members and senior international 

students.  

Apart from the informative value of such workshops, they can provide 

another opportunity for new students to get to know each other as well as 

to get to know university staff and the senior students conducting the 

sessions. 

 

Integration During the Academic Year 

To provide the best chances of successful integration and adaptation, 

the orientation program should be followed by a number of events that 

provide incentives for international engagement during the academic year.  

Examples of practices and events aimed at boosting the cultural 

adaptation and integration of international students that may be organized 

during the academic year are outlined in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Practices and events aimed at boosting cultural adaptation and integration  

Practices Comments 

Joint housing of international and 

domestic students 

Students spend time together on an everyday basis  

(i.e. cooking, studying and going out together) 

International themed parties Students bring food from their country of origin 

National themed parties An event presenting particular countries 

Holiday themed parties National or religious holidays from different countries are 

marked in the academic calendar and parties are 

organized for some major occasions such as Thanksgiving, 

Diwali or Chinese New Year 

International culture club Historical and political discussions, field trips, theater & 

museum visits and concerts open to all students 

Tandem evenings Language skills exchange for students 

Joint domestic and international 

classes 

Participation in classes from the international program 

gives domestic students the opportunity to practice their 

English language skills, furthermore studying together 

with national students improves the level of integration of 

international students 

Online cultural tutorials Online tutorials and classes on cultural issues available to 

incoming students 

Local student organizations  International students can join local student organizations 

and associations 

Language courses Especially for those interested in studying in a particular 

country (students may be rewarded financially for 

participation) 

Quiz nights and competitions Trivia quiz nights and fun competitions for domestic  

and international students 

Trips and excursions Trips and excursions for local and international students 

Voluntary work Organized voluntary work and local charitable events 

where domestic and international students collaborate 

 

Detailed descriptions of the goals, organizational tips and example scenarios 

for integration efforts during the academic year are available in a separate SUPP 

publication – The Handbook of International Student Orientation and Integration 

Programs (available online at: www.supp.wum.edu.pl). 

 

Language Barriers 

Language barriers may pose a challenge to attending classes instructed 

in a second language. Even if the lecturer manages to adapt a multicultural 

methodology, students may have difficulties following instructions, taking 

part in discussions or understanding procedures and directions. They may 

also face more difficulties in communicating with fellow students 

and administrative staff in the various units of the university, navigating 

through informational resources outside of the IRO and complying with 

required formalities. Verifying students' language levels is important, 
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however, it should be taken into account that exam results are not always 

accurate predictors of academic language skills. It is therefore advisable to 

include language classes (local language and English as a second language) 

into the mandatory curriculum for all international students, regardless of 

whether they are enrolled in programs of study taught in English or local 

language. 

One cost-effective solution to overcoming the language barrier for 

international students is assigning student helpers (paid) or Buddies 

(volunteers) who accompany international students to offices, where English 

is not spoken. 
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3. EMOTIONAL SUPPORT 

Studying in a foreign country may be emotionally challenging for both 

students and their parents. Detailed, up-to-date and encouraging 

information available on university webpages serve not only as an 

informational resource, but also as an emotional support, reassuring 

students and making contact with the university easy. 

However, in the case of some students, this may not be enough. In 

addition to the standard challenges faced by all young people starting 

education at higher education institutions (leaving home, building their own 

identity, getting adjusted to a new social environment, needing to manage 

their own time), international students must also contend with a language 

barrier and communication difficulties in arranging their everyday life, for 

example: organizing an internet contract, understanding how the post office 

works, understanding how the healthcare system functions, buying different 

grocery products from those they are used to back home, coping with 

different weather conditions. Another challenge may be created in 

understanding and dealing with a different system of cultural values, social 

norms and the differing habits of local students to their own society. On the 

top of that, international students also need to manage the way they are 

seen and treated by society in a foreign country, which might evoke interest 

and/or prejudice.  

Lack of support in protecting students from such experiences or 

inadequate help in coping with them, may lead to social and emotional 

loneliness, which in turn may negatively affect both the social and academic 

life of the student.5 Research from different countries show alarmingly high 

levels of psychological and emotional problems among students. About 25% 

of young people experience some kind of psychological problem during the 

course of their studies;6 the most common ones are high level of stress and 

anxiety, depression, suicidal thoughts, sexual disorders and personality 

disorders.7 Research in Norway indicates high levels of loneliness and 

anxiety amongst 20% of students.8 Research conducted within the SUPP 

project indicates that 25% of international students at WUM report feeling 

lonely frequently or almost all the time.9 Data from other countries is even 

                                                           
5  Feltham, C. & Dryden, W. (2010). Brief Counselling: a practical integrative approach. London, UK: 

Open University Press, Mc Graw Hill Education. 
6  Conlon, A. (2012). Mental Health and Learning Support Strategies. EAIE Conference: Dublin. Accessed 

at 10.06.2015 at: http://www.fu-
berlin.de/sites/studienberatung/team/hwr/dokumente/Dublin_Psyche_Presentation_complete.pdf 

7  Lago, C. (2002). The University and the wider community. In Stanley, N. & Manthorpe, J. (Eds.). 
Students’ Mental Health Needs - Problems and Responses. London, England: Jessica Kingsley. 

8  Nedregård, T. (2012). Health and welfare survey among international students in Trondheim. SiT: 
Trondhem. Downloaded on 1.07.2015 from: 
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:niapNRAPAqMJ:kantega.sit.no/mat/attachm
ent.ap%3Fid%3D6897+&cd=7&hl=pl&ct=clnk&gl=no 

9  SUPP Team (2016). SUPP Report 4. Satisfaction, Needs and Well-being of International Students at 
MUW – SUPP Study 2015. Report available at www.supp.wum.edu.pl. 

http://www.fu-berlin.de/sites/studienberatung/team/hwr/dokumente/Dublin_Psyche_Presentation_complete.pdf
http://www.fu-berlin.de/sites/studienberatung/team/hwr/dokumente/Dublin_Psyche_Presentation_complete.pdf
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:niapNRAPAqMJ:kantega.sit.no/mat/attachment.ap%3Fid%3D6897+&cd=7&hl=pl&ct=clnk&gl=no
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:niapNRAPAqMJ:kantega.sit.no/mat/attachment.ap%3Fid%3D6897+&cd=7&hl=pl&ct=clnk&gl=no
http://www.supp.wum.edu.pl/
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more disturbing, indicating levels of loneliness among over 60% of 

students.10  

The data referenced above highlights the need to support international 

students in coping with the challenges of studying abroad in a way that is 

optimal for their healthy development. The host university is in a position to 

be able to provide, as an institution, complex support programs.  

Where professional emotional support is needed, international students 

could benefit not only from personal access to UCS but also from web 

content providing self-help materials, student helplines, social media & 

networking channels, tutors and peer support, all of which are described 

below.  

 

3.1. University Counseling Services  

Services 

UCS should encompass professional counseling and therapeutic services 

for students and university staff. In an ideal scenario, services provided to 

students would include: 

 Short workshops (1-5 meetings lasting for 1.5-2 hours) designed to 

give students an opportunity to get together and interact with each 

other in furthering the understanding of specific topics, such as: 

o Time management and overcoming procrastination 

o Managing exam stress 

o Exam preparation 

o Understanding anxiety and social phobia  

o Relaxation for health and well-being 

o Beginning a new when a relationships ends 

o Coping with homesickness 

o Self-help using Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 

o Food and mood 

o Assertiveness training. 

 Short-term therapeutic groups (6 or 10 meetings) tailored to 

specific issues selected by the participating students, which relate to 

general topics, such as:  

o Stress and relaxation  

o Study strategies & motivation – procrastination, 

concentration, time management, essay and project planning, 

revision and making the most of feedback 

o Understanding yourself & others and expressing feelings 

                                                           
10 Özdemir, U. & Tuncay, T. (2008). Correlates of loneliness among university students. Child and 

Adolescent Psychiatry and Mental Health, 2: 29. Downloaded at 10.02.2015: doi: 10.1186/1753-
2000-2-29 
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o Increasing self-esteem – support in understanding 

and increasing self-esteem by providing an opportunity to 

meet with others in a safe and confidential space to share 

experiences 

o Understanding oneself and connecting with each other – 

a safe place to talk to others about your life, share concerns 

and learn from others 

o General psychological well-being – help in maintaining mental 

and emotional equilibrium over time for people who 

experience severe and enduring mental health difficulties  

o Mindfulness group 

o Surviving the loss of a parent. 

 Open drop-in support groups (managed by professionals or trained 

postgraduate students under supervision), such as:  

o AA and drug abuse support 

o Bipolar support 

o Support around self-harm 

o Support around eating disorders 

o LGBT (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transsexual) support. 

 Drop-ins – short (20-minute) meetings with one of the counselors 

without prior appointment. Counselors will listen to the concerns and 

if appropriate direct towards further help. If all counselors are busy, 

the student can wait in the waiting room, make an appointment, or 

arrange to speak to a counselor on the phone at another time 

in the week. 

 Crisis intervention 

 Counseling 

 Coaching 

 Psychotherapy (usually short-term) 

o Individual psychotherapy 

o Couple psychotherapy 

 Psychiatric consultations 

 Sexological consultations 

 Stress management 

 Biofeedback training 

 Preventive mental health screening (in person or online).  

 

In the context of international students, UCS may offer additional services 

catering to the specific problems that affect international students, such as:  
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 Academic difficulties arising from the language barrier  

 Difficulty in understanding or expressing themselves in a second 

language 

 Discrepancies between what was expected from the university and 

what life is actually like 

 Culture shock 

 Difficulties in making friends, feelings of loneliness or isolation and 

feeling anxious or depressed due to cultural differences 

 Homesickness  

 Family problems, exacerbated by being away from the family 

 Feeling pressurized to meeting parents' expectations 

 Feeling unable to talk to their family about what is going on, out of 

fear that they will cause anxiety or difficulties back home 

 Large-scale political and/or social upheaval in their country of origin. 

 

UCS may also provide help for university staff, especially those with student 

welfare or pastoral responsibilities, by offering staff counseling and self-help 

materials. Materials may include guidance on issues such as: 

 Referring students to counseling services – detailed descriptions 

of the process and possibilities offered by UCS  

 Reducing the risk of student suicide – risk indicators and guidelines 

on what to do  

 The role of the Mental Health Advisor at the UCS. 

Other materials may focus on supporting staff members themselves in 

topics such as:  

 Methods of dealing with stress at work 

 Mindfulness 

 Dealing with being single 

 Supporting staff following a traumatic incident. 

 

University Counseling Services Team 

The UCS team includes a group of specialists (psychologists, psychiatrists, 

psychotherapists, coaches, sexologists, clinical social workers) supported 

by postgraduate students in counseling/psychotherapeutic training 

(as interns or part-time employees). Preferably, at least some 

of the specialists should be full-time employees of the UCS in order to be 

able to provide flexibility in attending to student needs (e.g. in the case of 

crisis interventions).  

It is useful to present UCS team members' specialization and a short 

description of their main interests on the UCS webpages, together with 

pictures.  

http://www.counselling.cam.ac.uk/staffcouns/leaflets/mindfulness
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Accessibility of University Counseling Services 

Initial assessment sessions should be provided as soon as possible after the 

student first makes contact with the UCS – waiting time should preferably 

not extend beyond 14 days. For those on the waiting list, additional 

timeslots for drop-in sessions that serve as first-contact meetings and a 

special emergency helpline may be provided.  

 

Booking an Appointment 

Appointments can be made by phone, email, an online booking system 

or personally at the UCS reception. The UCS webpages should provide 

detailed information on the procedure, waiting time, limitations of the 

services offered and confidentiality arrangements.  

Sessions may be scheduled flexibly, according to the schedules of the 

therapist and student. This allows for more flexibility than in typical 

therapy, that is, not necessarily once a week, changing timeslots or 

sessions via Skype and other communicators. However, the level of 

flexibility should be decided by the counselor in the specific case of each 

student and such approaches are criticized by more conservative therapists. 

 

Location 

UCS facilities should preferably be situated either within the university 

health center or in a quiet area of the main university campus, which is 

both private and convenient for all students. They should be a cozy place 

creating a safe, warm and friendly atmosphere.  

 

Access to Information about University Counseling Services 

To increase student awareness of support available, the UCS and its website 

should be advertised in a several locations on the main university 

webpages, social media, the intranet and on posters and leaflets distributed 

on campus and in student dormitories.  

In addition to a detailed description of the services provided, 

appointment procedures, confidentiality arrangements, staff and self-help 

information, etc., it is advisable to include a video about UCS services to 

encourage students to contact UCS when needed. 

 

3.2. Helplines for Students 

Helplines, nightlines and urgent care assistance lines (24-hour on-call care) 

can be provided either as part of the services within UCS or as a peer 

support service run under supervision (e.g. by postgraduates in clinical 

training).  
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3.3. Online Support and Networks 

Online support for students (or information about such support services 

distributed on a community level) can be provided via channels such as:  

 Blogs, chats, online support networks & communities can encourage 

people to open up and share what is on their mind, learn more about 

themselves and to work through issues that are troubling them. 

Additional they can act as a channel for the distribution of up-to-date 

information and suggestions for self-help.  

 Health Q & A (Questions and Answers), an online resource provided 

by a team of health promotion specialists, healthcare providers, 

and other health professionals, supported by a staff of information 

and research specialists and writers. The team responsible for 

answering student questions should have advanced degrees in public 

health, health education, medicine, counseling and other relevant 

fields. 

 

3.4. Self-help Materials 

Supportive self-help materials for students may be available on the UCS 

webpage. Information may include: 

 Online self-help texts on the webpage 

 Downloadable self-help PDF leaflets and booklets 

 Links to self-help webpages 

 Lists of self-help booklists 

 Mental health screening tests. 

 

3.5. Tutors  

A tutor is a scholar assigned to provide pastoral (non-academic) support to 

three to four students each academic year. A tutor is intended to provide a 

useful point of contact regarding many things, such as: study skills 

and challenges, time management, balancing extracurricular activities 

with studies, or health issues affecting student studies.  

 

3.6. Peer Support  

In addition to providing a natural support network for each other, students 

may also participate in a range of student-led services. These may provide 

support for academic and personal concerns or allow students to discuss 

any problems in confidence. 

Peer liaisons, peer mentors or "buddies" are made up of existing 

students of that degree program that volunteer to help first-year students 
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by connecting them to a range of support and programming initiatives. They 

provide informal support for any issues that may concern a student.  

Peer mentors are carefully selected and trained to take on this role and 

receive instruction designed to enable them to: listen effectively, 

communicate sensitively, maintain confidentiality, respect boundaries and 

recognize how and when to encourage referral to professional support 

services. Peer mentors themselves attend on-going supervision, usually 

provided by the UCS to consolidate their training, develop skills and ensure 

that they are not over-committed.  

Depending on the HEI, peer support is usually organized by UCS, 

student unions, student government representatives or other student 

organizations.



 

 

4.  SUPPORT FOR THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS 

International students inevitably have a different starting point for their 

assumptions of educational standards at HEIs as well as about the roles of 

students and the functions of those in teaching positions. These differing 

expectations are a direct result of the varying backgrounds, previous 

educational experiences and differing study models of international 

students. An additional factor in the mismatch of expectations may result 

from disparities in the levels of command of the language of instruction. 

It is therefore a considerable advantage to the learning process if both sides 

are aware of these pedagogical obstacles and culturally influenced 

discrepancies in expectations. In addressing mismatched expectations and 

adjusting preexisting assumptions accordingly, students are supported in 

being able to maximize academic outcomes. 

 

4.1. Learning Support 

The aim of learning support, especially for international students, is to help 

the students to be as efficient as possible whilst studying. Due to cultural 

differences, international students are a more diverse group than domestic 

students. They face a number of obstacles that make their learning process 

more challenging. They bring different language proficiencies, motivations 

and study experiences and need to adjust to a new place and culture, 

as well as adjusting to a new university context. Simultaneous to their 

studies, they may need to concentrate on their language proficiency as well. 

 

Meeting Students' Needs 

Evaluations conducted11 indicate that initiatives most valued by students 

include: 

 Departmental and graduate program advisor support 

 A friendly environment in the academic departments 

 Access to and close relationships with professors 

 Counseling and advisory services 

 Technology – regular emails, class webpages and blog posts.  

 

Learning Styles 

Assumptions about the teaching system may vary greatly between cultures. 

As an example: in some Western societies, teachers are perceived 

to be more like a partner in the educational process – the educator 

encourages critical thinking, creativity and independence. By contrast, 

in some Asian cultures good teachers are perceived as being masters of 
                                                           
11  ACA Secretariat (2010). International Student Support in European Higher Education. Available online 

at: http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=456 

http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=456
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their domain, transferring a broad knowledge of their subject to students. 

Correspondingly, Asian students may expect to focus their study skills on 

the absorption of knowledge and following their teacher.12 The interaction 

between teachers and students is therefore more formal and hierarchical. 

Adapting to a different style of learning may prove challenging. 

Assignments are among the areas where international students require 

additional guidance. It is therefore essential that the requirements for 

assessment (outcomes and skills) are clearly outlined to students. Students 

should be informed of what to expect in the assessment process and should 

also receive detailed feedback to be able to improve.13  

A crucial strategy in counter-acting this issue is to provide international 

students with clear information regarding study styles in the host country. 

However, it is equally as important to support academic staff in acquiring 

new teaching methods, as well as providing instruction on the cultural 

differences in learning styles and teaching systems with those of the 

countries where the students are from. 

 

Lectures 

Following the content of lectures, seminars and practical classes is made 

more difficult for international students due to the language barrier. There 

are some recognized strategies to help both international students gain as 

much as possible from lectures, such as:  

 Providing "how to learn" courses, which present the most effective 

learning strategies  

 Highlighting the main points of the lecture, which is also linked  

to material available in tutorials 

 Using concept maps to visualize the core ideas and relate them to 

other areas 

 Releasing presentation slides beforehand to help students in note-

taking during lectures 

 Explaining relevant background information, while baring in mind that 

issues or examples taken as obvious in one culture may not be clear 

in another 

 Defining more difficult and uncommon words, as well as encouraging 

students to ask for help in clarifying unknown words or issues  

 Encouraging students to record lectures or making recordings of 

lectures available as podcast.  

 Concluding each lecture with clear 'take home' messages.xi  

 

                                                           
12 Zhou, Y., Jindal-Snape, D., Topping, K. & Todman, J. (2008) Theoretical models of culture shock and 

adaptation in international students in higher education. Stud. High. Educ. 33, 63–75. 
13  Arkoudis, S. (2015). Teaching International Students. Strategies to enhance learning. University of 

Melbourne. Available online at: 
http://www.cshe.unimelb.edu.au/resources_teach/teaching_in_practice/docs/international.pdf 

http://www.cshe.unimelb.edu.au/resources_teach/teaching_in_practice/docs/international.pdf
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Discussions 

Due to language difficulties, international students may feel less confident 

when participating in discussions during seminars or practical classes. 

Strategies to help boost participation during class include preparing 

assignments and presenting together in small groups. International and 

domestic students should be mixed together in one group (or English 

division students mixed with Erasmus students) to help improve language 

skills and integration.14 

 

Community Work & Skill Training 

Combining academic activities with meaningful community work is a great 

way of putting theoretical knowledge into practice and can take place in a 

variety of setting. In the case of medical students, this is mostly practiced 

through hospital internships or in community-based settings. A good 

example in a medical school setting would be engaging in projects such as 

the Teddy Bear Hospital where volunteers treat children's toys in order to 

familiarize them with medical staff and processes in a friendly and playful 

setting. International students of all faculties may also volunteer at local 

schools e.g. to talk to pupils about their interests, field of study, home 

culture, or to help during language classes, etc.  

 

Academic Counseling 

It is a good practice for all students to have assigned academic mentors 

throughout their studies and to make use of a tutorial system that offers 

the opportunity to learn in pairs, groups of three, or as individuals, through 

discussions with academic tutors who are experts in their field. This is 

a very valuable form of learning that enhances critical thinking, creativity 

and the skills needed for discussions.  

Academic counseling and monitoring of the academic performance 

of incoming students can also be carried out by means of online tools; this 

can include e-coaching and virtual support for students. 

 

Tutoring 

The main aim of tutoring is overseeing students' academic development, 

welfare and well-being in a wide sense and assisting them with their 

personal, professional and career development. One or several people may 

deliver tutoring, or tutor a student in certain areas. There are three main 

areas where tutoring plays an important role:  

                                                           
14 Arkoudis, S. (2015). Teaching International Students. Strategies to enhance learning. University of 

Melbourne. Available online at: 
 http://www.cshe.unimelb.edu.au/resources_teach/teaching_in_practice/docs/international.pdf 

http://www.cshe.unimelb.edu.au/resources_teach/teaching_in_practice/docs/international.pdf
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 Pastoral care: as an introduction to the academic community, 

providing support in personal development, health, accommodation & 

provisions for disabled students, as well as maintaining awareness of 

other sources of support within the university and the student union.  

 Administrative/financial advice: providing financial assistance, raising 

awareness of internal opportunities available to students (such as 

grants & awards, peer mentoring, etc.), which may prove helpful in 

developing skills for the workplace and to improve employability, as 

well as liaising with other members of academic staff and university 

departments as appropriate.  

 Academic assistance: to encourage and support regular reflection on 

progress to date (including reflection on academic grades and 

feedback), as well as providing advice on study skills, follow-ups with 

students who are not making satisfactory progress, support in case 

of difficulties with particular courses or teachers, as well as 

information about examinations. Further assistance includes talking 

to students about the possibility of work placements, initial career 

advice and providing references and acting as a liaison between 

students and supervisors or the directors of studies or department 

heads. 

 

Innovative Teaching Methods 

Blended Learning or Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) is particularly 

useful in the education of international students. By combining off-campus, 

virtual learning and teaching experiences with traditional, face-to-face 

learning, students are able to attend video lectures from home, discuss or 

present materials in the classroom that can then be followed by online 

feedback and have direct contact with the teacher. This allows for extra 

time to prepare for lessons and to repeat material, which may be especially 

useful for students who are learning in a second language. These promising 

teaching methods bring a new dimension to studying and help international 

students to follow the program more easily.15 However, virtual learning 

should always be combined with face-to-face teaching, as not meeting on a 

regular basis is likely to hamper student integration and may lead to 

increased loneliness. 

                                                           
15  European Commission (2014). Report from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, 

the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Report on Progress 
in Quality Assurance in Higher Education. Available online at: 
http://ecahe.eu/assets/uploads/2014/01/EU-Report-on-Progress-in-Quality-Assurance-in-Higher-
Education-2014.pdf 

http://ecahe.eu/assets/uploads/2014/01/EU-Report-on-Progress-in-Quality-Assurance-in-Higher-Education-2014.pdf
http://ecahe.eu/assets/uploads/2014/01/EU-Report-on-Progress-in-Quality-Assurance-in-Higher-Education-2014.pdf
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Educational Peer Support  

In the context of educational support, Buddies or Peer Mentors are senior 

students who are matched with the new arrivals to help them orient 

themselves in the new academic environment, as well as providing practical 

tips and support in academic matters.  

 

4.2. Administrative Support 

The main providers of administrative support to international students 

are the IRO and Dean's Offices or other administrative staff of faculties 

providing English-taught programs.  

In non-English speaking countries with separate English study 

programs the IRO plays a very important role as an agent who contacts and 

organizes practically all aspects connected to the course of studies, 

including coordinating schedules, translations of document and liaising with 

administrative staff at different faculties and units. IROs may also employ 

students to provide answers to students' questions regarding the curricula, 

teaching and learning processes. 

 

4.3. Career Planning 

The decision to study abroad may be based on the belief that it is a wise 

investment for future career opportunities, therefore international students 

often choose host universities based on the potential impact for future 

career progression.16  

Careers offices should be a possible resource for both domestic 

and international students. In the case of international students, this may 

prove very challenging as it requires good international cooperation and 

a broad knowledge of job markets around the world. 

 

Career Guidance 

Careers offices may offer sessions to help students gain more insight into 

their professional interests and assist in planning their career paths (both 

when selecting elective learning modules and in planning their first steps on 

the career ladder). Sessions on career planning aim to help students choose 

the right field of study and career path by first uncovering who they really 

are and what they are good at. During such sessions, students discover new 

career options or ways to give their career more direction.  

Individual or group career planning sessions or workshops should 

include instruction on job application procedures during which students 

                                                           
16  ACA Secretariat (2010). International Student Support in European Higher Education. Available online 

at: http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=456 

http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=456
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learn how to write job applications, what to include in a C.V., how to 

prepare for an interview and how to get through the selection procedure. 

Careers offices also arrange talks by companies and professionals who 

tell students about their own initial career progression and provide 

workshops to train students' "soft skills". They also provide application 

checking services - and that is the service which is especially useful for 

foreign students, who may never have applied for a position in the country 

before and would appreciate help from local Human Resources 

professionals. 

 

Job Opportunities 

It is particularly important for international students (who may have few 

contacts or resources outside the HEI) to receive help in finding temporary 

employment, preferably relevant to their field of study. Dedicated platforms 

provided by the HEI may be used to promote both on-campus and off-

campus job offer.



 

 

5. STUDENT WELFARE: ACCOMODATION, FINANCES & 

HEALTH 

With the move to a new country representing such a life-changing 

occurrence, both students and their parents concern themselves with 

questions of safety and security. Despite the long list of worries that any 

prospective student faces as they prepare to move abroad, the highest 

priorities in terms of concerns consist of finding accommodation, obtaining 

sufficient funds for living and studying, and access to health services. 

Careful planning and good organization of the above will ease student fears 

of life away from their well-known, secure environment.  

As part of the university's resolve to provide a conducive learning 

environment, HEIs should also take responsibility for student welfare. 

Welfare Officers employed by the university should provide both general 

and specialist advice on a wide range of issues including accommodation, 

finance, insurance, healthcare, childcare and benefits. 

 

5.1. Accommodation  

One of the most important services to be offered by the IRO is helping 

incoming students to find accommodation. As a strategy to 

support integration and immersion in academic life, some universities aim 

to provide on-campus accommodation for all students. However, even in 

HEIs that offer on-site housing to all, students should also be provided with 

general information on alternative options for accommodation, including 

housing not owned by the institution. 

 

Information Providers, Alternative Accommodation and Housing Applications 

Options for housing students may also include off-campus accommodation 

in local apartments or houses for rent during the summer and academic 

year.  

Many universities provide a dedicated Accommodation Office, offering 

housing support. Applications for housing in dormitory accommodation 

should be submitted online using a management information system. User-

friendly websites or platforms dedicated to on and off-campus 

accommodation issues are also essential. 

 

Dormitory Accommodation 

Standard descriptions of dormitory accommodation should 

include double/three-person rooms, cooking facilities/canteen at the 

facilities, bathroom (individual/shared) and laundry facilities, level of 

furnishing (i.e. furniture provided, whether cooking utensils are included). 
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Photos of the accommodation are necessary, however, a virtual tour is also 

recommended in order to provide a more complete picture. 

 

Off-Campus Accommodation 

Information provided on off-campus housing should also include access to 

the following: 

 Profiles of nearby areas and residential communities 

 Methods and tools for searching for local accommodation 

 A guide to the local renting process 

 Templates of standard rental agreements for subleasing private 

accommodation 

 Basic legal advice on signing a lease or rental agreement, an outline 

of the pitfalls, what to expect and standard tenancy rights and 

obligations. 

It is beneficial for HEIs to provide access to off-campus housing 

databases in English with capabilities to filter by neighborhoods location, 

price range, number of bedrooms and other variables. The database should 

include properties for rent or sale, landlord ratings, finding a roommate, 

maps of the city & campus, and links to additional resources, such as 

information on public transportation. 

 

Additional Residential Resources 

In addition, it is good practice to provide access to information on additional 

off-campus resources and facilities to support everyday residential life, such 

as:  

 Furniture rental services 

 Gyms and fitness studios 

 Parking permits 

 Laundry services  

 Recycling and waste disposal services 

 Emergency and routine repair facilities  

 Local shops.  

It may be beneficial for HEIs to provide a university accommodation 

handbook with detailed information for residents, such as computer and 

internet access, complaints procedures, cleaning charges, maintenance and 

repairs, termination of tenancy or replacement of lost keys. 

 

5.2. Financial Aid Resources 

International students are often concerned about living costs when studying 

in a foreign country. Generous financial aid systems encourage the most 

http://offcampus.yale.edu/lease-information
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talented students, reward those who perform best and facilitate student 

diversity. A university that seeks to promote the best students regardless of 

their ability to pay, should be committed to meeting their financial needs 

through all years of study. 

 

Types of Financial Aid 

Financial support based on need rather than educational merit supports 

social and economic diversity amongst the student body. Under such 

financial aid schemes, parental income is the most significant factor taken 

into account when approving aid. Universities may provide "calculator" tools 

to easily assess eligibility for aid and estimate individualized costs of 

studying at the university on the basis of parental income, student and 

parental assets.  

Information on and contact details for the Financial Aid Office, dealing 

with all issues relating to financial aid, should be made easily accessible to 

students and their parents. 

International students should be entitled to receive the same options 

for financial aid funding as national students.  

 

Scholarships 

Scholarships and other funding programs open to students, will have 

different sources of income and eligibility criteria, as well as differences in 

the amounts granted and regulations for on-going funding. In order to 

support students researching possible options for scholarship funds, 

as much accurate information on programs that students of the given HEI 

would be eligible for, should be collated in an online resource.  

 

Additional Financial Sources 

Students should also be offered additional sources of financial income, such 

as research grants and employment opportunities such as student jobs in 

libraries, canteens, museums and academic departments. 

 

5.3. Healthcare 

Full-service health centers, located on campus, and providing healthcare 

plans for both students and staff, is good healthcare practice. Optimally, 

such services should be provided free-of-charge, or with non-essential 

service provided for a small fee.  

https://college.harvard.edu/admissions/choosing-harvard/research-opportunities
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HEI should provide detailed information regarding options for on- and 

off-campus healthcare services. The categories of healthcare information 

that should be available to students online are detailed in  below. 

Table 4 below. 

Table 4. Healthcare information on HEI websites 

Categories of information provided 

National healthcare system 

Documents required 

Health Insurance 

- Types and categories 

- Free/subsidized health insurance  

- Private insurance companies 

- Insurance of family members 

On-campus medical care 

Opening hours and contact information for 

healthcare providers 

Emergency numbers 

Health guidelines (i.e. vaccines, HIV) 

Examples of basic charges for medical services 

Prescription charges 

 



 

 

6. FACILITIES  

The quality, design and friendliness of university facilities have a great 

impact on integration and the day-to-day operation of student life. A key 

factor influencing the approachability of university facilities for international 

students in non-English speaking countries, is providing crucial information 

in English and training university staff to be able to communicate in English. 

Simple amenities, such as providing an English version of the canteen menu 

or English signs in the library, have a great impact for international 

students.  

 

6.1. Canteens 

University canteens should cater to the needs of people of different faiths, 

worldviews and with different health needs, such as providing halal, kosher, 

gluten-free, lactose-free and vegan dietary options. Students 

accommodated in full-board housing should be given the opportunity to 

reach out to canteen management to plan eating schedules, requirements 

and to discuss dietary options. All information on dietary options should be 

available online and translated into English. 

Supporting student health should extend to educating in matters of 

healthy eating and providing them with nutritious food in campus and 

dormitory canteens. Many HEIs offer "eating culture initiatives" aimed at 

students in general and especially at international students that are worth 

implementing, see  

Table 5 below.  

 

Table 5. Online information on canteens and "eating culture initiatives" at HEIs  

Category of information  Comment 

Consultation with canteen 

management 

Tailoring menu options to support faith or worldview 

preferences, food allergies and health requirements 

Nutritional ingredients e.g. gluten-free, pork-free, nutrition facts 

Location and opening hours - 

Costs Example costs of food in shops and restaurants 

Eating off-campus Eating out guides to restaurants, fresh-food markets and shops 

Vegetable boxes Initiatives where students can order locally produced fruit and 

vegetables and collect deliveries on-campus 

Sustainable food programs Students work together on campus-based farms, talks & 

discussions on the problems of sustainability of food production 

Workshops and conferences Students attend workshops and talks with visiting experts on 

topics relating to nutrition and food 

Cooking classes Students cook together supervised by an expert 
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6.2. Facilities for Integration 

HEIs should aim to offer a wide range of initiatives for the integration of 

student and academic staff. Many of these initiatives are outlined in 

previous sections of this report, additional schemes are listed in the context 

of university facilities, see Table 6 below.  

 

Table 6. Examples of facility-based initiatives for integration 

Initiative Examples 

Eating Clubs These are organized meeting points or events where students gather to eat 

prepared food or cook together. Eating clubs are frequently held in buildings 

together with libraries, games rooms, study spaces and media rooms with 

computers and wireless access and provide an excellent opportunity to combine 

social integration and meaningful work. 

Cook-for-yourself 

communities 

Initiatives for students who want to prepare meals themselves together with 

other students in communal kitchens.  

Sport clubs Sports club membership can provide students with access to a large number of 

sports facilities, teams and associations.  

Pubs University bars and night clubs 

International 

center 

A place dedicated for students to simply meet and spend time together. 

The center provides board and computer games, facilities for preparing tea & 

coffee. The rooms can be rented by students to organize specific international or 

integration events.  

Cultural centers Centers dedicated to the promotion of specific cultural groups via various events.  

Spiritual resources Prayer rooms and services for people of various faiths.  

Information about the resources of different faith communities in the city. 

Discussion forums and dialogues between different faith groups. 

Religious Holy Day information for faculty and staff. 

 

6.3. Library 

Facilities and Resources 

University libraries offer a wide range of on-site support facilities to aid 

study, such as printing, coping and scanning facilities, computers and group 

study areas. Students are able to access internet-based resources, such as 

databases of library resources that applies to publications from a variety of 

media, including books, journals, CDs, DVDs etc. All information relating to 

use of university libraries should be available online, such as how to obtain 

access to specific types of materials, the terms of loan of these items, due 

dates and personal status of library loans, etc.  

 

Library Training 

Detailed library training sessions should be offered following student 

enrolment. Training sessions may be provided in various formats: 
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personalized tours, video tutorials, manuals and e-Learning sessions. It is 

good practice to arrange library tours at the beginning of the academic year 

– however, care should be taken not to omit exchange and other short-term 

students. 

 

Additional Library Services 

Additional services that can be offered by university libraries include writing 

support or language assistance schemes, as individual support or group 

sessions, which could be particularly helpful for international students when 

writing assignments. These may be organized by library staff or as 

a student peer initiative. 

Libraries may also provide special software to assist students with 

disabilities (for example speech synthesis, magnification, advanced spell-

checking, language dictionaries) as well as hardware such as printers, 

scanners and magnification equipment. 

 

6.4. Prayer Rooms and Religious Meeting Places 

Spiritual life plays an important role for many students, who expect HEIs to 

support active religious societies by providing access to dedicated on-

campus meeting and prayer spaces. To ensure accessibility for international 

students, at least some meetings should be held in English.  
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7. SUPPORT FOR UNIVERSITY STAFF 

Proficiency in English for university staff is promoted at most HEIs, 

but language skills are not the sole factor necessary to ensure smooth 

communication with international students. Providing and promoting 

courses on intercultural competence and cross-cultural communication 

for the university administrative and academic staff plays an equally 

important role in facilitating communication. 

 

7.1. Support for Administrative Staff 

International Trainings 

International training may take the form of workshops where experts talk 

about specific cultures or exchanges where staff share their experiences of 

cross-cultural communication. Staff may also be delegated abroad to gain 

further international experience. In order to cater to a wider audience, 

it might be advisable to promote knowledge of more than one foreign 

language. People who learn the language can travel abroad to get first-hand 

experience and improve their language skills. 

There are also special courses for administrative staff, organized by 

external organizations, such as the European Association for International 

Education (EAIE)xvii, which offers various training courses to enhance 

internationalization skills amongst academics and educators (e.g. advising 

international students, Cultural Intelligence Essentials). These courses are 

located in various countries and can be tailored accordingly, webinars are 

also available. 

 

Information Updates 

Administrative staff need not only to be trained, but also frequently updated 

on requirements placed upon international students.xviii A regular flow of 

information through workshops etc. in order to ensure that staff are kept 

up-to-date (e.g. on legal issues, visas, scholarship availability), will enable 

administrative staff to better serve international students. 

 

7.2. Support for Academics 

Academics are also a group that should receive help when working with and 

supporting international students. 

 

                                                           
xvii http://www.eaie.org/home/training/overview.html  
xviii http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/humanresources/internationalisation/staff-students/  

http://www.eaie.org/home/training/overview.html
http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/humanresources/internationalisation/staff-students/
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Language Proficiency 

Proficiency in English (and/or other languages) is highly recommended and 

the university should recognize the need for support in preparing staff to be 

able to teach in English by offering free language training, translation 

services for presentations, handouts and other teaching materials.  

 

Intercultural Skills and International Teaching Skills 

It is good practice for a university to offer a comprehensive program which 

aims to improve the skills necessary to teach international students in a 

multicultural classroom. The program should address:  

 Skills to recognize one's own culture and how the cultural lens 

influences interactions 

 Techniques for assisting international students and scholars with 

the cultural adjustment process 

 Strategies for interacting and supporting international students 

and scholars 

 Techniques to navigate cross-cultural conflicts and differing 

communication styles. 

 

Advice on teaching international students should also be provided in 

handbooks for by academic staff. 

Another good practice is to promote the international exchange 

of teachers to gain international experience, such as inviting visiting 

lecturers from abroad.  

Universities should also publish reports about their work with international 

students, in order to document best practices and diagnose weak points. 

Such reports serve the whole academic community as good advice. 
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SUMMARY 

In this report we presented good practices in cultural adaptation, 

integration and psychosocial support for international students, along with 

general inspiration for those looking to implement improvements at a HEI 

that admits international students.  

The document outlines the network of support for international 

students which should include professionally-run and well-functioning 

International Relations Offices, Dean's Offices, academic departments, 

language schools, academic supervisors, academic ombudsman, university 

counseling services, student welfare organizations, student governments, 

clubs and associations and student peer support systems. The network and 

all adaptation, integration and support services should be coordinated by 

one office.  

To optimize accessibility and cater to differing student needs and 

preferences, support for international students should be provided through 

various channels and in a variety of forms. Services should address 

informational support, help with cultural adaptation and integration, 

emotional support, support in the educational process, as well as student 

welfare which includes help with finding accommodation, financial security 

and healthcare. Easy access to well-equipped and user-friendly facilities 

such as canteens, kitchens, libraries, sport centers, common rooms, prayer 

rooms and religious meeting places also play a role in the integration 

process.  

Last but not least, it is also recommended to provide support not only 

to the international students themselves but also the university academic 

and administrative staff involved in working with them. This support should 

include: free language training, translation services, workshops in 

intercultural skills and workshops to improve skills necessary in teaching 

international students in a multicultural classroom. Another good practice is 

to promote and enable international exchange among the university staff.  

Universities are strongly recommended to prepare reports on their 

work with international students, in this way best practice and weak points 

are diagnosed. Such reports serve the whole academic community as good 

advice. 

 

*** 

 

For further information, particular solutions and specific examples 

of services and events aimed at cultural adaptation, integration and 

psychosocial support for international students at selected universities, 

we invite you to read: SUPP Report 2. – Cultural Adaptation, Integration 
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and Psychosocial Support for International Students at Selected Higher 

Education Institutions available at www.supp.wum.edu.pl. The structure of 

SUPP Report 2. is very similar to the current document, making it easy to 

navigate and find the items that one might be looking for.
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Additional SUPP Reports 

SUPP Report 1.  Cultural Adaptation, Integration and Psychosocial Support 

for International Students at MUW – SUPP Report 2015 

SUPP Report 2.  Cultural Adaptation, Integration and Psychosocial Support 

for International Students at Selected Higher Education 

Institutions 

SUPP Report 4. Satisfaction, Needs and Well-being of International 

Students at MUW – SUPP Study 2015. 

Handbook of International Student Orientation and Integration Programs 

 

The reports are available at www.supp.wum.edu.pl. 

http://www.supp.wum.edu.pl/

